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Abstract 
We present current research and implementation work in the field of advanced broadband telecommunication 
services based on ATM using like SOL and ASN.1. Different considerations taken in European research projects 
like RACE led to the development of a modular approach describing B-ISON services in a flexible way. Using 
SOL in combination with ASN.1 just adopted by ITU. T in Z.1 05 and the possibility to generate C++ code directly 
from SDL'BB and SDL'92 specification enables to speed up the development process. Changes and 
modifications in the developing increasingly penetrating telecommunication market can be implemented easily 
following our approach. We describe the whole way from service methodology and its FDT-based 
representation towards real platform implementation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

New techniques in the area of telecommunication and data transmission like ATM and high speed networks 
offer the possibility to transport high bit rates at reasonable cost. In parallel the performance of new services 
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and networks increases. This is already reflected in current and future system architectures and methodologies. 
High flexibility, the reuse of existing modules and the possibility to modify and expand existing concepts and 

implementations have become very important. The use of formal description techniques (FDTs) is an important 
way to fulfil such requirements. A good conceptual development of complex systems should be based on FDTs 
especially during the specification phase. The advantages of having well defined concepts, clear and precise 
specifications, a basis for analysing specifications for completeness and correctness, etc. are well known. 
Research and development work is done within our project to go one step further to derive C++ software code 
directly from formal specifications based on SDL'92. 

We present the joint work between the Deutsche Telekom Research Centre and the Humboldt-University 
Berlin as part of a bi-national project called PLATINUM ("PLATform providing jntegrated Services to New l,!sers 
of Multimedia") together with partners in The Netherlands following the concepts mentioned above. 

The goal of the project is to show the function of a new and powerful signalling protocol based on the ITU 
recommendation 0.2931 but with extended functions up to the capability set 3 (CS3). Therefore, new 
multiparty, multiconnection B-ISON telecommunication services {TS) are implemented. We describe in detail 
the work done in the terminal equipment (TE) area from the user network interface (UNI) up to the services 
themselves and show how SOL together with ASN.1 and automatic C++ code generation is involved. 

2 SPECIFICATION OF BROADBAND ISDN SERVICES BASED ON SDL 

Within the European research project RACE2044 "MAGIC" (Multiservice 6pplications ~overning jntegrated 
Qontrol) new and advanced telecommunication services and signalling protocols for B-ISON based on ATM 
were developed. MAGIC followed the principles of ITU-T recommendation 1.130, "General modelling methods", 
where a three stage concept is described to characterise ISDN telecommunication services and network 
capabilities. The stage 1 encompassing the service characterisation from the user's viewpoint is again divided 
into three logical description steps, first the service prose description, second the static description using 
attributes and third the dynamic description using graphic means in particular SOL. This paper mainly reflects 
the work done in step two and three of the stage 1 area. 

The attribute technique recommended for step two is described in 1.140 "Telecommunication network and 
service attributes" and 1.210 "General aspects of services in ISDN". SOL itself is described in Z.1 00 and Z.1 05. 
The MAGIC project was focused on the specification and description area without real implementation work. 
The following PLATINUM project has taken the results of MAGIC and refined the concepts keeping in mind the 
implementation requirements. Especially the integration of ASN.1 in SOL has been done in PLATINUM. 

In order to support the powerful possibilities B-ISON offers to new services and their users, a modular 
approach was taken. All defined services consist of logical modules called "Service Objects" (SO) described by 
attributes and new services, and applications implemented later may reuse them. This increases the efficiency 
of the whole method. The attributes describing the modules are represented by ASN.1 data types: 

service object (SO) attributes ASN.1 data types 

This means defining telecommunication services by logical modules and attributes. In addition, the syntax of a 
general framework is easily portable into a hierarchical SOL system with processes representing the SOs and 
ASN.1 data descriptions reflecting the parameter of SOL signals. 

The distributed system 
The system that is going to be implemented will demonstrate three B-ISON telecommunication services. Two of 
them already specified within MAGIC are in the responsibility of Deutsche Telekom and Humboldt University 
and called videolibrary (VL) and teleswitching (TS). These two services were chosen from a set of about ten in 
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order to be able to show a broad spectrum of the new signalling aspects possible by using the concepts of 

MAGIC. Figure 1 shows the general structure of the hardware platform used for running the telecommunication 
services. 

Figure 1 General structure of the hardware platform. 

The terminal equipment (TEs) represent the source and the sink of the telecommunication service. The terminal 

adapters (TAs) enable the TEs to get access to the 155 MBit optical ATM interface. We support the SDH/STM 1 

as well as the pure cell-based one. The R-NT2 provides a passive bus system able to adapt up to 16 taps 
indicated by the dashed TAfTE in Figure 1. The LEX is a commercially available ATM switch. Encoders and 

decoders needed to run the telecommunication services are not depicted. 
Most of the needed signalling software has been specified in a modular way by using one SDL system per 

module. Most of the modules are located in the TEs and TAs. The SDL system modules are called 

TelecommunicationService, GUA_Converter, 0.2931 EXT and signalling ATM adaptation layer (SAAL). The 
general structure of the first two modules is explained in the following chapters. The C++ code generated 

automatically from all four SDL systems runs on theTAs equipped with a Motorola 68040 processor technology 

using the operating system VxWorks. The C++ code for the applications themselves running under Windows NT 

3.5 and located in the TEs at the sink side will be programmed by hand and adapted to the automatically 

generated code. The same procedure has been chosen for the software following the SAAL module like the 

ATM driver. 

3 THE SERVICE STACK, ITS ENVIRONMENT AND THE REFLECTION IN SOL 

3.1 The modular approach 

As already mentioned in the introduction, the MAGIC SDF consists of a hierarchical 5 level structure. The 
modules representing these different levels are called Service Objects (SOs). The topmost level 1 describes the 
telecommunication service itself and the corresponding more signalling oriented service object name the "Call". 
Level 2 of the SDF is divided into 3 different SOs. Firstly the "user service module" (USM) which provides a 

typing function, combining one or more information types of a service into a single grouping more 

understandable for the user. Secondly the "party" describing the behaviour of the different types of parties 

involved in the call and thirdly the "party edge" (PE) describing the relationship between all the USMs and 

parties involved in the call. The attributes of the PE describe e.g. which USMs are applicable to which party and 
which control the parties may have over them. The third level is built by the "abstract service module" (ASM) SO. 
It describes the individual information types like audio, video, data from the user's point of view hidden in the 
USM object. The fourth level refers to the 'service module" (SM) object. It gives detailed information of the 

coding rules and standards chosen for the ASMs above. The lowest level contains the so called "access 

connection element" (ACE) which gives general information about the physical layer the telecommunication 
service should be transported by pi us specific like the needed bandwidth if ATM is chosen. The last up to now 
not mentioned SO depicted in Figure 2 is the syncgroup object which describes which ASMs have to be 
synchronised due to service or user's need. The SO class of Figure 2 containing all relevant telecommunication 
service objects has some subclasses according to the above described 5 level SDF structure of MAGIC. 
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Figure 2 The service object class with its underlying subclasses. 

The SO concept was combined with an object-oriented approach describing the dynamic behaviour of the 
telecommunication system in SOL. 
Figure 3 gives a rough overview of the structure of the complete logical system running the two 
telecommunication services videolibrary and teleswitching. The central module of our work is the 
Telecommunication Service object shown in Figure 3. The complete obtained object structure of the whole 
system in CoadfYourdon notation looks like as follows: 

l] 
Figure 3 Telecommunication Object Structure in CoadfYourdon Notation. 

Since our work is strongly oriented towards real implementations, the specified SOL systems have also to cover 
stack creation/deletion procedures in order to reflect real telecommunication behaviour. Therefore at start-up of 
the system first the signalling stacks are created followed by some initialising signals starting the connection 
with the other levels of the whole signalling system. The connection to the environment and so to the API and 
NET objects (Figure 4) is performed by the connection of channels. As one can see in the SDL'92-structure of 
the TS level, initially there are only the GUA with the Service Object Data Base present. Since every SUA serves 
exactly one call, a SUA process is only instantiated if a call object is created. After the deletion of a call, the 
dedicated SUA process ends. The relevant part for our development work described here is the 
Telecommunication Service object of Figure 3. Logically it consists of different parts. 

This SOL system consists of a generic (GUA) and a specific (SUA) user application part. In the dynamic 
description GUA as well as SUA are SOL processes. The reason for this is to have one generic part fulfilling the 
general requirements common to all telecommunication services, like the set-up and release of a service, and 
one specific part reflecting and keeping track of the specifics of a service. Thus it becomes clear that it is 
sufficient to instantiate only one GUA process per terminal and for each active application running on the 
platform one SUA process all together corresponding with the same GUA process. As a result, the GUA has not 
only to do syntactical and semantical checks of incoming signalling blocks describing the SOs which are 
requested by remote parties, but also the functions of supporting different specific applications at the same 
time is requested. The SOs requested by the called party(ies) and confirmed by the responsible SUA process 
have to be created or modified or released as requested during the lifetime of a call. This is done by storing 
them in a dynamic service object data base. Each SO has its own lifecycle. Some of them are created during the 
set-up of the call and remain until the call is released. Other SOs may be added or deleted at any time during 
the established call. Therefore every SO is represented by an SOL process which simulates its behaviour. This 
approach has the advantage of high modularity. Each SO has a well defined interface by which the state of the 
SO can be changed using SOL signals. The interoperation of the SOs is granted by a co-ordination process in 
the data base. This co-ordination process maintains a data structure for identifying each SO process with a 
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unique reference number. This data structure is a mapping from the unique reference number to the SDL Pld of 
the SO process. To enhance the performan'ce a project specific implementation of the SDL generator 'Array" 
was supplied for the data structure. Since every SO represents one of five SO types which are very similar but 
not the same, the process type inheritance introduced in SDL'92 can be used. The base process type is 
"ServiceObject". This base type implements behaviour common for all SOs. From this base type special SO 
process types are derived, e.g. the ACE object. These types implement special behaviour for parameter 
checking and state changing. This can be done by means of transition redefinition and procedure redefinition in 
SDL'92. 
The generic user application (GUA) has to serve all existing calls. The main tasks of the GUA entity are : 

• Distribution of signals from the net to the dedicated specific user application (SUA) objects. 
• Storage of service objects data given by the attributes of the 5 levels of the SDF with the help of a service 

object data base. 
• Consistency check of incoming messages. 

Each existing SUA has to serve exactly one call representing the corresponding telecommunication service. The 
main tasks of a SUA entity are : 

• Service specific semantic checks. 
• Completion of messages coming from the application programming interface (API) in accordance with net 

requirements. 

Since every SUA has a specific behaviour depending from its associated application (TS_Sender, TS_Receiver, 
etc.) as well as a general one which is the same for all SUAs, the SDL'92 type derivation mechanism can be 
used. The base process type used is 'SpecificUserApplication" from which specific types like 'TsSender 
UserApplication" are derived. 

The SUAs share the same signalling mechanism for initialisation but have to initialise different variables. 
Therefore the base process type introduces a virtual procedure for variable initialisation and implements the 
signalling behaviour. Every derived SUA redefines the initialisation procedure and inherits the signalling 
behaviour for initialisation from its parent. Other similarities between the different SUAs concern the error 
behaviour. A procedure defined in the base process type is visible in all derived types. Hence such an error 
procedure is only defined once. The usage of SDL'92 is not only constraint to type derivation and redefinition. 
Every SUA has to provide parameters in signals that are specific for its type. Such parameters are e.g. ATM 
bandwidth or quality of service. During the implementation and testing of the whole system these parameter 
may change. Since it is not very convenient to change this variable inside the behaviour specification of a SUA a 
variable contex1 parameter is supplied for each specific SUA which is set during instantiation at block level. 

Not all constructs of SDL'92 are supported by the code generator developed in this project. Hence only a 
subset of SDL'92 can be used. Figure 4 refers only to the type derivation in block User Application. 
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system TelecommunicationService 

block UserApplication 

Generic_UA(l, I): 
Generic User Application 

Figure 4 The modular approach in SDL system TelecommunicationService : process types are used to 

create process instances. 

3.2 The underlying converter 

The Converter module is located between GUA and Signalling Protocol modules in the Terminal Adapter. Its 

main task is to provide the conversion between GUA and Signalling Protocol primitives. Figure A shows the 

necessity of such a module. 

GUA-Primitives 
(indq>aldalt ofundcrlymglaycr) 

Protocol 
Primitives 
(special sipllingprotocol) 

Figure 5 The combing function of the converter. 

-contain o~raliotu on service 
object• and ill attrib•tea 
(operation ba.red) 
- :limilar to TIU-T ROSE model 

- contain irfontiDiion element! 
intheprimftivfs 
(m111age bared) 

- according to ISO OS! model 

The GUA primitives are independent of the underlying layers and can be used for serving several signalling 

protocols. They mainly include operations on service objects and attributes associated with these objects. The 

primitive handling is very similar to the ITU·T ROSE approach based on invocations and results of operations. 

The signalling protocol used in our project is the 0.2931 EXT protocol, based on 0.2931 ITU-T Capability Set 

1 (CS1) protocol. It has been extended to features of multiparty multiconnection call handling, procedures for 

addition, deletion and modification of call objects and negotiation capabilities. It consists of primitives and state 

machines for handling the protocol procedures. They are based on the request-indication-response

confirmation OSI model. All 0.2931 EXT primitives include a set of Information Elements (IE), carrying the 

needed information for the appropriate procedures. 
Taking the two primitive sets into consideration, the Converter has to derive the right protocol primitives 

from incoming GUA primitives and vice versa. Furthermore, both primitive sets include another internal 

structure and concept, especially for the transfer of service object information. Because of that, the Converter 
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also has to map the contents between GUA and Q.2931 EXT primitives. The laner one has been the most 
complex problem during Converter Specification. 

In addition, the Converter has to handle primitives for stack creation and clearing and primitives for error 
handling. Because that is not specific to the Converter, but for all modules, it will not be considered in detail. 

Design of the SDL System 
The modules below and above the Converter have been specified by means of SDL in own systems. For editing 
the graphical SDL specifications and converting them into the PR code, the TeleLOGIC SDT tool has been 
used. The ASN.1 code for the data type definitions has been inserted into the generated SDL PR code by using 
a special include comment. Syntax and semantics checks have been done by means of a toolset called SITE 
(SDL integrated tool environment) developed by Humboldt University. 

After analysing the Converter problem and the appropriate primitives, an SDL system including one block 
with several process was built. After changes in the GUA specification and the Q.2931 EXT primitives, for 
support of the Converter actions and reduction of the effort, it became clear that only one SDL process is 
necessary. Therefore, it has been decided not to use the object-oriented features of SDL'92 for this part of the 
whole specification. Finally, the SDL system includes the structure shown in Figure 6. 

System GUA _Converter C_GUA 

Block GUACONV R_GUA 

Process GUA_Handler (1, I) 

Process dial!l'amfor ( Procedures for mapping 

D primitive mapping of the primitive cxntmls 

R_Q2931EXT 

C_Q293!EXT 

Figure 6 The structure overview of the converter SDL system. 

The GUA_Converter system includes two bi-directional channels to the environment, to the GUA and to the 
Q.2931 EXT system. The GUA_Handler process provides the mechanism for deriving the right outgoing 
primitives from the incoming primitives. The complex function needed for the conversion of the primitive 
contents has been realised by structuring the SDL process by means of procedures. For every conversion 
between the contents of two primitives, one or more SDL procedures exist. 
As already mentioned above, we use ASN.1 for the description of the data types. We decided to use ASN.1 due 
to the following reasons: 

• For GUA and Q.2931 EXT primitives, very complex and recursive data structures are needed, but the 
Abstract Data Types of SDL are not suitable to describe such types in comparison with ASN.1 (SEQUENCE, 
SEQUENCE OF, CHOICE types). 

• Some information may be included in the primitives or not. This function is reflected in a mandatory or 
optional anribute of the described service object, i.e. this information is mandatory or optional in the 
primitive. Only ASN.1 has the capability for such a mechanism (OPTIONAL construct). 

• ASN.1 is very easy to understand. 
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For the project a tree structure of ASN.1 modules has been worked out. Concerning the Converter, for each 
primitive set, i.e. for GUA and 0.2931 EXT primitives, an ASN.1 module has been specified. These ASN.1 
modules import definitions from other common ASN.1 modules, which may be used by other SOL systems. On 
the other hand, the modules export definitions for usage in other systems (IMPORTS/EXPORTS construct). 

During the Converter specification the combination of SOL features with the powerful data description 
capabilities of ASN.1 has been turned out to be a very efficient method. 

Main Functions of the Converter SDL System 
The data of a signal sent from the GUA is stored in the Converter as an SOL process variable which is declared 
by the appropriate ASN.1 type. The SOL signals themselves consist of a header and a body part. The 
Gua_Handler process decides by means of a signalling procedure identifier within the header field of this data 
variable on the kind of operations included. Hence, the signal which has to be sent to the Signalling Protocol is 
determined. 

After that, the number of operations are found by means of the length function which is applied to the body 
field of the data variable. Now for every operation on a service object an own procedure is executed, depending 
on the service object type. All these SOL procedures fill the data fields of a SOL process variable which is 
declared by a complex ASN.1 type. 

The procedures mainly contain decisions, whether special data fields are present or not, tasks with 
counter variables and tasks containing assignments between data fields of the complex ASN.1 variables. The 
most important action is the mapping of service object information. Because the type, reference number and 
relations of all service objects are located in kind of lists in one information element of the signalling protocol 
variable, these lists must be filled step by step during all procedures. The lists are represented by "SEQUENCE 
OP ASN.1 descriptions. If there is no operation left in the GUA primitive variable, a final mapping procedure is 
executed which fills the header field of the 0.2931 EXT primitive variable. Finally, a signal, including the 
complex ASN.1 variable which has been filled during all previous procedures, will be sent to the 0.2931 EXT 
SOL system. Figure 7 shows the common approach for incoming GUA signals . 

.. . .... --

... :.:=-

Figure 7 The processing principle of an incoming GUA signal. 
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The content of an incoming signal from the 0.2931 EXT system is stored in a variable. From the signal name the 
appropriate GUA signal can be derived. 

Now only one procedure is performed which fills a complex variable for the GUA signal. Here, a lot of loops 
by means of multiple decisions have been used. The reason is the mapping of the service object information 
from the lists in the 0.2931 EXT variable to single operations on each object in the GUA variable. Therefore, an 
access to the list elements via indexing is necessary. The biggest part of the procedure are data field 
assignments between both ASN.1 type variables. 

Then the appropriate signal containing the populated ASN.1 variable, is sent to the GUA process within the 
Telecommunication Service SDL system. The following figure shows the common approach for incoming 
0.2931 EXT signals. 

Figure 8 Incoming 0.2931 EXT signal. 

4 COMBINING SOL AND ASN.1 

The concept of automatic code generation from SDL specifications demands the handling of all necessary 
checks, parameters, variables already in the SDL description. 
For dealing with data ASN.1 was chosen as the data description language. The existence of encoding/decoding 
rules in ASN.1 gives the possibility of data definition on a high level and to have a standardised exchange 
format between different hardware platforms in the project using encoding/decoding functions. 

The combination of SDL'92 with ASN.1 is supported by the SITE tool from Humboldt-University following 
ITu-Standard Z.1 05. All parameters of signals going from one SDL-System to another have to be described in 
ASN.1. The use of ASN.1 types is very similar to corresponding SDL types, for instance the addressing of 
components of structured types. 

The basis for embedding ASN.1 into SDL'92 is given by the syntactical interface described in the ITU-T 
recommendation Z.1 00 and depicted in the following figure using MetaiV and graphical representations : 

<external properties> ::= 
alternative 

<external formalism name> [,<end pattern>] <end> 
<external data description> 

( endalternative ) 

-{~_____:al_temattve __ · -~)-+! external form name ~L_en_,d patte,____m _ _jllLI _en_d-----'f-

external data description r-l=C endaltemative )L 
Figure 9 The embedding example. 
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The help symbol <external properties> is a part of the rule for declaring an SDL sort. With respect to ASN.1 
there are two disadvantages: 

• Each ASN.1 type declaration requires an SDL sort construction. It is not handy if a collection of ASN.1 
assignments or an ASN.1 module is used, 

• Operator definitions of ASN.1 types are open. 

These problems are solved in the new Recommendation Z.1 05. However, the syntactical analysis was 
implemented according to Z.1 00 before Z.1 05 was discussed. Therefore a tool dependent syntactical extension 
was defined : 

<partial type definition>::= 
newtype . . . . endnewtype 

I asntype ( <ASN.1 assignments> I <ASN.1 module>) endasntype 

ASN.l 

asntype 

ASN.l module 

newtype (Z.IOO) 

Figure 10 The specific embedding extension. 

endasntype 

endnewtype 

This syntactical extension can be easily transformed to Z.105 by dropping the keys [end]asntype and the 
inclusion of colons between the assignments. Module descriptions have to be moved to a place where 
packages can be defined. The used operator function which is provided for ASN.1 types is in conformance with 
Z.1 05. However it is not possible to use ASN.1 like expressions in SDL'92 expressions. All operator applications 
have to be conform to Z.1 00, i.e. the data can be used in a similar manner like SDL predefined data. 

Example· 

g 
( Idle J asntypo D 

Seq::= SEQUENCE { l 
i INTEGER, 

ISig(soq) < b BOOLEAN OPTIONAL 
} 

<mdasntypo; seq!i :-seq!i+l. 
soq!b :=if soq!bpresont : bpres<mt is defined 

th<m soq!b xor b :inZ.IOS 
sipSig(Seq); olso folso fi -······-··· ········-· 

del $ b BOOLEAN, 
··-····· ..... 

i INTEGER, 
l••q=(. i, .)J seq Seq; · .:z.IOS also allowa {i} 

1 
( -

Figure 11 Embedding from ASN.1 into SDL. 
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Z.l 05 does not cover the aspect of coding the ASN.l data (X.209) in context of SDL'92. Therefore the used 
coding scheme is in some points tool dependent. It concerns : 

• The transformation of SOL signals with multiple or zero parameters. Multiple parameters are encapsulated 
into one ASN.l SEQUENCE with standard tagging. No parameter is equivalent to one parameter of type 
NULL. 

• SDL'92 predefined data have to be mapped to ASN.l to provide a coding scheme. The SOL types Pld, Time, 
and Duration uses an internal coding. The ASN.l type ANY is used to avoid the application of the coding 
scheme. This mechanism allows an efficient transmission of not interpreted data. 

• An SOL signal will be encoded on system boundaries, i.e. signals from and to the SOL system environment 
are external. Internal signals are delivered directly. 

The use of ASN.l in the project offers some advantages: 

• The system design of the protocol layers is highly independent. 
• The implemented software components are exchangeable with respect to the used hardware and software 

platform. 
• The granularity of the real process can be chosen freely. 
• It is possible to connect a debugger/simulator with real applications. 

On the other hand this approach has also some drawbacks : 

• There is no verification that the signals which are sent over system boundaries matches. This fact can 
produce dynamic errors in the underlying libraries (Snacc library). 

• The coding scheme of SOL data is not standardised. It influences the routing scheme over system 
boundaries, i.e. the use of implicit or explicit Pld signal parameter. 

• The granularity of time (sort Time and Duration) is implementation dependent. 
• The use of ASN.l in grey semantical areas (ANY) is project-specific. 

5 C++ CODE GENERATION 

The design of the generated code 
The code generator produces C++ code for an abstract interface provided by the SOL runtime I simulation 
library. The system dependent communication part of the SOL runtime library is covered by a communication 
library provided by the partner in The Netherlands as well as the public domain ASN.l library of the Snacc tool. 

The interface of the SOL library is a structure equivalent class hierarchy for SDL'92. Furthermore this library 
realises the following functions : 

• SOL process scheduling 
• Implicit debug support on SOL level 
• Signal delivery across system boundaries 

For coding 1 decoding of transmitted data the SOL library only uses the coding functions of primitive data types 
from the ASN.l library. 
There are some restrictions on the SDL'92 description to allow an efficient code generation: 

• The signal delivery is implemented directly. Hence, the "output ... via ... " construction is not supported. 
• Timer signals are delivered immediately without buffering. 
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• The amount of supported SOL constructs is restricted to SOL'88. An SOL'92 support enlarges the SOL 
library as well as the generated code. However, the goal is to support SOL'92 with the provided tools. 

• There is no dynamic subtype verification. 
• Abstract data are not supported. 
• The structure of the data types can be automatically reorganised to reduce the size of the generated code as 

well as to drop unused structures. This optimisation reduces the compilation time of large data descriptions 
which are possible shared with other systems but makes the search lor errors harder. 

All specifications of the project were developed in SOL/GR with the SOT tool from TeleLOGIC. This tool is able 
to export the descriptions into SOL/PR which is used as an exchange format between SOT and SITE. In addition 
SOL allows the inclusion of ASN.l . From this point on the SITE tool components have been used lor further 
analysis. 

The SITE parser transforms SOL/PR to the Common Representation (CR), which is an intemal interchange 
format between all SITE components. The CR is based on the meta tool 'Kimwitu" which allows an efficient 
exchange and manipulation of the abstract grammar tree. 

Based on the CR, the static semantics can be verified. If the static semantics of an SOL description is correct, 
the generator components produce correct C++ code except lor not supported features. The C++ code 
generation from an SOL specification is shown in Figure 12. 

Figure 12 

---SDI.JOll Specllbtlon 

~~ 
~~ 

I I 
-- ~._ o.~U>ritla) 

SOT-Tool 

The SITE (SOL integrated tool environment). 

-----SDLIPilS~ ... ASN.I ModW< 

( 

~ 
~ 
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Running the generated code 
A C++ program generated from a SOL'92 description has static communication links which are initialised at 
start-up of the program. Signals for not available partners are buffered until the connection is present. 

A running program offers different methods of debugging. First, the generated SOL tool can be traced by 
using a syntax oriented SOL/PR editor. Moreover, there are some special SOL signals which can be sent to the 
running system to get information about the state of the system. Second, the communication library is able to 
log the transmitted ASN.1 packages. These packages can be manipulated by a debug tool provided by the 
partners in The Netherlands. 

Statements of the runtime behaviour and the size of the programs are not available yet, since the 
implementation progress is still in progress. 

Principles of the System Communication 
As already mentioned in the first chapter, the software work was divided into several modules and each of them 
has been described by an own SOL system. We developed a way to allow these different SOL systems to 
communicate with each other. In order to enable data exchange between these different systems, the 
communication between them is based on a library. This communication library enables the management of 
interprocess communication with symbolic names. A special module called "Nameserver" collects 
communication offers and provides these offers on request. An additionai''Timer'' module can be used to get 
asynchronous time events. The protocol of the Nameserver and the Timer is hidden by the communication 
library. 

In the context of SOL, it is a natural way to use channels to the system environment as communication 
endpoints. The symbolic name is the name of the channel. Consequently two systems can be connected if the 
names of the channels to the environment of the two systems are equal. The client-server relation depends on 
the registration order. Moreover, the name of the SOL system is registered to get an entry point for debug tools. 
With this approach the user is not forced to specify the global communication structure only within one SOL 
system. Figure 13 shows such a structure of two connected SOL systems. The solid lines are connectionless 
communications to set up requests, the dashed line represents established connections. 

system ping; 

ID·-1-
Figure 13 The communication concept between different SDL systems. 
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In the case that an SDL signal is sent to the second SDL system via the Racket channel, the corresponding 
ASN.1 parameters of the signal are encoded, transmitted, decoded, and delivered to the addressed process. In 
addition the sent signal includes a sender/receiver address pair to allow the use of the SDL addressing scheme 
for these external signals too. This implies that a construct like 'output sig( ... ) to sender" works transparently 
over system boundaries. Since the SDL predefined data types are mapped to ASN.1 data definitions, the SDL 
Pld value can be transmitted as signal parameter too. Signals sent to such a Pld value are routed the reverse 
way of the Pld carrying signals. SDL timers are implemented as communication with the Timer server. A time
out event is directly delivered to the SDL process without buffering to keep the real-time property. The 
resolution of the time is system dependent. 

6 ACTUAL TESTING WORK 

The testing of the different SDL systems within the project are done in a more or less similar way. The first 
version of the Telecommunication system was an SDL'BB system and was tested using the SDT-Tool from 
TeleLOGIC. A set of possible scenarios has been tested. Some logical errors which led to deadlocks have been 
detected. 

Since the latest version includes ASN.1 types testing by using SDT is no longer possible. Therefore an upper 
and a lower test system have been introduced (Figure 14). These two systems simulate the behaviour of the 
surrounding modules. The behaviour of the central system can be inspected by a special trace mechanism of 
the generated code. The disadvantage of such a testing method is the long error correction cycle. Every change 
in the testing sequence leads to a recompilation of the surrounding systems. 

Currently a simulator is developed which can insert additional signals into a system. These signals can be 
generated using a convenient graphical user interface. Thus the surrounding system will be replaced by a 
simulator program. This simulator shows states, variables and signals of the tested system. Using the simulator 
testing will be better and faster. 

System Service Control 
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Figure 14 The "Telecommunication service" system under test. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

We presented our actual project work in the area of implementing new B-ISDN telecommunication services 
supported by advanced signalling concepts and protocols. The implementation is based on an object-oriented 
approach for the telecommunication service area. The whole software structure has been divided into logical 
modules, each of them described by an own SDL system. The SDL'92 specifications in combination with ASN.1 
for the data description is used as input for an SDL integrated tool environment (SITE) in order to generate 
automatically C++ code. Hand-written code for the strongly hardware related areas will be attached to the 
generated one to complete the work. Two B-ISDN telecommunication services have been implemented 
following these concepts. The benefits we expect from this methodology is to show the effectiveness in an 
economic sense of implementing new telecommunication services by using the possibility of easy modification 
and expansion of the software code by reusing already existing modules in combination with the advantages of 
an object oriented approach. 
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